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Large Disturbance Stability Analysis of Wind
Turbine Implemented with DFIG
F. Rabinson, F. Dastyar
Abstract*- As one of the most promising Distributed
Generation (DG) sources, wind power technology has been
widely developed in recent years. Doubly fed induction
generator (DFIG) is currently employed as one of the most
common topologies for wind turbine generators (WTGs). This
generator operates as a synchronous/asynchronous hybrid
generators. Therefore, it is necessary to power engineers find
understand the characteristics of the DFIG better. This paper
presents an analytical method for analysis of large-disturbance
stability of DFIG. The proposed method is based on the concepts
of stable and unstable electrical-mechanical equilibrium points,
the electrical-mechanical torque versus rotor speed and Critical
fault clearance time of DFIG. The results of analysis specify the
effective parameters on the large-disturbance stability of DFIG
too. By using this method ones can reduce the simulation efforts
necessary to assess the large-disturbance stability of DFIG.
Index Terms -- Doubly fed induction generator (DFIG),
Large-disturbance stability, Critical fault clearance time.

I.

INTRODUCTION

HE growth of wind energy has continued during the past
decade and renewed focus on alternative sources of
energy has contributed to its further development worldwide.
In some cases, the amount of wind generation has approached
that of conventional technologies and the impact of wind on
system stability, operation and power quality can no longer be
neglected. New recommendations and utility standards
require that wind parks aid in voltage support and that
turbines remain connected during system disturbances [1].
The doubly fed induction generator variable speed wind
turbine introduces itself as a very attractive option for
installations with a fast growing market demand. The stator
windings are connected directly to network and the back-toback voltage sourced converters (VSCs) are connected
between the supply and the rotor windings. The fundamental
feature of the DFIG is that the power processed by the power
converter is only a fraction of the total wind turbine power,
and therefore its size, cost and losses are much smaller
compared to a full size power converter [2]. Fig. 1 shows the
modern version of the rotor controls based on two IGBT
Voltage-source converters (VSCs). The rotor speed does not
have to be constant and can vary with the wind velocity even
though the stator is generating power at 50 or 60 Hz. Since
this generator operate as the wind turbine connected to
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network, hence it is necessary to are studied performance of
DFIG on the normal and fault operation conditions. An
important phenomenon related to the DFIG operation that
deserves special attention is its dynamic behavior during
faults. due to the abrupt reduction in the electrical torque on
during short circuits DFIG may accelerate to high speeds.
Therefore on during fault the reactive power consumed by the
DFIG increases considerably, however, within the available
current capacity the Line Side Converter can be controlled to
participate in reactive power generation on during fault
periods[3]. Thus, the large-disturbance stability phenomena of
DFIG can be verified by analyzing the dynamic response of
the rotor speed or the terminal voltage during faults period.
The large-disturbance stability of DFIG has been intensively
investigated by using dynamic simulations [4] or even
experimental tests [5]. On the other hand, little effort has been
carried out to analyze such phenomenon by using analytical
methods. Therefore, the main purpose of this paper is the
presentation of effective parameter on the large-disturbance
stability of DFIG. The impact of effective parameters is
studied base on steady states circuit of DFIG and balance
point of electrical– mechanical torque versus rotor speed.
This research reduces the studies of computer dynamic
simulations of DFIG under normal and fault operation
conditions.
GS-VSC

DC link RS-VSC

Grid

DFIG
Fig.1. Variable speed wind turbine with Doubly Fed Induction Generator

II.

STEADY STATE MODELING OF DFIG

A. Steady state equivalent circuit of DFIG
Fig. 2 shows the well-known Steady Sate Equivalent Circuit
of DFIG. The conventional motor direction of stator current IS
and rotor current Ir is adopted. On the stator side, RS and
jω sLs1 are the resistance and leakage reactance. On the rotor
side, Rr and jω sLr1 are the resistance and leakage reactance
of the rotor winding. The mutual reactance is jω sM. When the
rotor rotates at angular velocity of ω m electrical radian/s, the
rotor resistance Rr is modified as Rr/s where s= (1-ω m/ω s) is
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the slip. The rotor-side Voltage Source Converter of Fig. 1
injects balanced three-phase voltages (vRa ,vRb,vRc) at slip
frequency ω r = sω s, voltage magnitude VR and voltage angle δ.
Because Fig. 2 is based on the stator-side frequency ω s, the
VSC voltage phasor VR = VR ∠ δ representing ( v Ra , vRb , v Rc )
has also to be divided by the slip s resulting in the equivalent
rotor voltage VR = VR / s∠δ [6].

Is

Vs∠0

Rr
s

Rs

VR
∠δ
s

Fig.2. Electrical equivalent circuit of DFIG

B. Steady state torque equation of DFIG
In order to understanding the performance characteristics and
a facile solution finding for the torque equation of DFIG, Fig.
2 can be simplified to Fig. 3 which considers the large mutual
reactance jω s M to be virtually an open circuit.
In the approximation in Fig.3, the impedance Zs = R + jX
where:
R
Z s = Rs + r + j (ω s Ls1 + ω s Lr 1 ) = R + jX
(1)
s
When the stator excitation is VS = VS ∠0 and the rotor
excitation is VR = VR / s∠δ , the rotor current is:
V ∠0 − Vr ∠δ
(2)
Ir = s

Vs∠0

Tk =

Vs2
Zs

2

Rr
V
Rs
− ( R )2
2
s
s
ωs
Zs ω s

(8)

Rr
− Rs )
s
Tcos
cos δ
2
Zs ω s
V V ( X + Xsl )
Tsin = −( R ) s rl 2
sin δ
s
Zs ω s
Figure 4 shows alternations of these three terms torque
equations (8)-(9) versus rotor speed.
V
= −( R )
s

Vs (

T sin

(9)
(10)
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0
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By simplifying the equation of electromechanical torque (6),
the electromechanical torque equation is divided into three
terms [6].
(7)
Te = Tk + Tsin + Tcos

jω s Lrl

Ir

jω s M

(

Re I r∗ (I r Rr + VR )
sωs
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Fig.4. Electrical torque terms versus of rotor speed of DFIG
VR
∠δ
s

Fig.3 Approximate equivalent circuit of DFIG

Of the rotor-side voltage 1 / s ( I r Rr + VR ) , one deducts two
Voltage terms: Ir Rr , the voltage drop across the rotor
resistance, and VR = VR / s∠δ , the voltage output of the VSC
of the rotor-side voltage. The voltage, which is left after the
deduction, is associated with electromechanical energy
conversion:
1 
Em = (I r Rr + VR ) − 1
(3)
s 
By applying s = (1− ω m/ω S) in equation (3):
ω
Em = (I r Rr + VR ) m
(4)
sω s
Multiplying both sides of (3) by I r∗ , where * is the complex
conjugate operator, the electrical power is converted to
mechanical power through the equation:

ω 
Teωm = Re(Em I r∗ ) = Re I r∗ (I r Rr + VR ) m 
(5)
sωs 

where Te is the electromechanical torque. Substituting I r and
dividing both sides by ω m :

Critical Rotor Speed of DFIG
During the occurrence of short circuits in the network, DFIG
tend to accelerate due to the abrupt reduction in the electrical
torque. Thus, the large-disturbance stability of a DFIG can be
determined by analyzing the response in the time of the rotor
speed after the short-circuit application. The unstable
performance of DFIG will depend on the fault clearance time.
More specifically, it will depend on whether the fault will be
eliminated before the generator rotor speed reaches the
maximum critical speed. The concept of critical speed of
induction generators was first proposed in [7] and further
analyzed in [8]. As an illustrative example, the test system
presented in Fig. 5 will be used to briefly revise the concept
of critical speed. This test system is composed by a 2MW,
DFIG connected by a line to a 20kV, 50Hz substation.
C.

Line

Grid
Qc

DFIG
PG=2

MW

P lo,Ql
o

Fig.5. One line diagram of case study system
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In addition, at the DFIG bus, there is a Qc Mvar capacitor
bank and a Plo,Qlo local load.
The system parameters are specified in the Appendix. In
order to explain the concept of critical speed, a three-phase
short circuit is applied to the DFIG bus at 12 s. The rotor
speed responses for different fault clearance time are
presented at Fig. 6.

speed at point ‘b’ is the critical speed ω crit. This can be better
explained by using Figs. 8 and 9, where the system trajectory
is shown considering two different fault clearance times.
In Fig. 8, before the fault occurrence, the DFIG is operating at
point c, where the rotor speed is ω 0. At this instant, a fault is
applied and the electrical torque abruptly decreases to zero.
Rotor speed ω (p.u)
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Fig.7. Electrical torque versus of rotor speed of DFIG on the generator mode
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Fig.6. Rotor speed of DFIG at different fault Clearance Times
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This figure reveals that when the short circuit is eliminated in
or faster than 350 ms, the DFIG does not lose its stability.
Otherwise, when the fault clearance time is longer than
400ms, the DFIG becomes unstable. Thus, the critical fault
clearance time for this case is 350ms. Another interpretation
of these results is as follows. When the fault is eliminated
before the rotor speed reaches 1.02 p.u., the DFIG does not
lose its stability. Otherwise, when the fault is eliminated after
the rotor speed reaches1.02 p.u., the generator becomes
unstable. Therefore, the critical rotor speed (or simply the
critical speed) for this case is 1.02 p.u. [9].
Critical fault Clearance Time Calculation of DFIG
In this section, the method of The Critical fault Clearance
Time Calculation of DFIG is explained. In order to facilitate
the explanations, first, the method is applied and developed to
a simple system composed by a DFIG directly connected to
an infinite bus. Later, in this section, the method is
generalized to be applied to more complex systems. The
concept of critical rotor speed can be further explained by
using the electrical torque versus rotor speed curve of a DFIG
in specific condition. In order to obtain a mathematical
relationship between electrical torque and rotor speed, the
steady-state equivalent circuit of DFIG that shown in Fig. 2
can be used [7]. When the DFIG operates as a generator, the
mechanical torque Tm is negative. Therefore, the electrical–
mechanical equilibrium equation of DFIG can be written as:
dω m
1
(11)
=
(Te − Tm )
dt
2H
D.

Where, H is the inertia constant.
By using (7), the electrical torque versus rotor speed curve
can be plotted as shown in Fig. 7. From figure 7, two
equilibrium points, where the electrical torque is equal to the
mechanical torque, can be found. It is easy to show that the
equilibrium point represented by ‘a’ is the stable one and the
equilibrium point represented by ‘b’ is an unstable one.
The rotor speed at point ‘a’ is the steady-state speed ω 0 in
which the DFIG normally operates. In addition, the rotor

electric torque(p.u)
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T

m
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Fig.8 stable performance of DFIG base on electrical torque curve

As a result, the rotor speed starts to increase governed by
(11). At instant ‘td’, the fault is eliminated and the DFIG
operating point changes to ‘d’. At this instant, the rotor speed
starts to decrease since the net torque Te-Tm is negative and
eventually the DFIG will return to operate at point ‘c’. On the
other hand, in Fig. 9, before the fault occurrence, the DFIG is
operating at point ‘e’. At this instant, a fault is applied and the
electrical torque abruptly decreases to zero. As a result, the
rotor speed starts to increase governed by (11). At instant ‘tf’,
the fault is eliminated and the DFIG operating point changes
to ‘f’. At this instant, the rotor speed continues to increase
since the net torque Te-Tm is positive and eventually the DFIG
will become unstable [8]. Thus, it can be verified that when
the fault is eliminated before the rotor speed reaches the
critical speed, the DFIG response is stable. Otherwise, when
the fault is eliminated after the rotor speed reaches the critical
speed, the DFIG response is unstable. Thus, from the
previous explanation, it is possible to prepare the calculation
of the critical fault clearance time by solving (7) and (11) as
follows. The stable and unstable equilibrium points can be
determined by making Te= Tm in (7). Thus, one has:
(12)
as 2 + bs + c = 0
where,
a = Tmω s ( Rs2 + X 2 )
b = 2Tmω s Rs − RsVs2 + Vr Vs ( X sin δ − Rs cos δ )
c = Tmω s Rr2 + RsVr2 − Vr Rr cos δ
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This is a second-order equation of ‘s’. By solving this
equation, one can calculate the steady-state speed ω 0 and the
critical speed ωcrit by:
ω0 = 1 −

b+ ∆
2a

ω crit = 1 −

(13)

The electrical circuit shown in Fig. 10 can be easily reduced
to the equivalent circuit presented in Fig.11, where the new
Thevenin voltage VTH and the Thevenin impedance
ZTH = RTH + jXTH can be calculated by:
VTH =

b − ∆
2a

(14)

Where is ∆ = b 2 − 4ac . Substituting (13) and (14) in the
solution of (11), one can calculate the critical fault clearance
time.

ZL
VGrid
Z Grid + Z line + Z L

(17)

ZTH = RTH + jXTH =

( ZGrid + Zline ) Z L
ZGrid + Zline + Z L

jX

R

RTH

jXTH

(18)

Rotor speed ω (p.u)
m
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0
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fault moment
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Fig.11 Simplified equivalent circuit of the case study system
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Fig.9.stable performance of DFIG base on electrical torque curve

At instant fault, Te= 0, therefore Eq (11) becomes:
2H
dt
=
(15)
dω m (−Tm )
The critical fault clearance time can be calculated by
integration of two sides of Eq (15) in interval of the steady
state speed ω 0 through critical speed ω crit.
2H
(−Tm )

t crit =
=

ωcrit

∫ω

0

dω m =

2H
(ω crit − ω 0 )
( −Tm )

2H
1
∆
( −Tm ) Tmω s ( Rs2 + X 2 )

(16)

∆ = b − 4 ac
2

III. THE GENERALIZED CRITICAL FAULT CLEARANCE TIME
CALCULATION FOR BULK POWER SYSTEM
In order for the study to be more useful, it must be applicable
to more generic systems than that represented in Fig. 3.
Indeed, the study can be applied to any complex system by
using the Thevenin Theorem. The test system presented in
Fig. 5 will be used as an example here. This system can be
represented by the equivalent electrical circuit shown in
Fig.10. In this figure, RGrid, jXGrid are the grid resistance and
reactance, respectively, Rline , jXline, are the line resistance and
reactance, respectively, and Z L = 1 /( Plo + j (Qlo − Qc )) is the
equivalent impedance that represents the active and reactive
powers of local load , and the local capacitor bank , and. * is
the complex conjugate operator.
RGrid

Rline

jXline

jX

~

VGrid

In this section, several machine parameters are varied and, for
each variation, the critical fault clearance time is calculated
by repeated using of (11). This sensitivity study permits
widely validating the analytical method and determining the
main factors that affect the large-disturbance stability of
DFIG. In addition, the range of parameter variation is not
necessarily intended to cover only typical parameter values.
Fig. 12 shows the influence of the rotor and stator resistance
on the critical fault clearance time. This figure reveals that the
value of the stator resistance does not have much influence on
the induction generator stability performance. On the other
hand, the increase of the rotor resistance has a very positive
impact on the induction generator stability performance.
Therefore, on the fault ride through condition of DFIG, the
protection system can make short circuit the rotor terminal by
crowbar and variation rotor resistant improves system
stability.
Rs

1200

Rr

R
Is

ZL

IV. IMPACT OF DFIG PARAMETERS ON THE CRITICAL FAULT
CLEARANCE TIME

t (ms)

jXGrid

That ZGrid and Zline are the equivalent impedances of grid and
line respectively. The circuit shown in Fig. 11 can be easily
reduced to the circuit shown in Fig. 3 by substituting Zs by
ZTH + Zs and Vs by VTH. As a result, all of the expressions (2),
(7) and (11)-(16) are still valid for the complete system. Thus,
the large-disturbance stability of the DFIG can be inferred by
knowing only the substation voltage, and the machine and
system parameters and by using (16) .It is to worth pointing
out that any linear network can be reduced to the equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 11. Consequently, the analytical method
can be easily applied to complex distribution systems
composed by several loads, transformers, and feeders.
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Fig.10. Electrical equivalent circuit of the case study system
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Fig.12. The impact of the rotor and stator resistance on the critical fault
clearance time.
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Fig.14. The impact of the rotor and stator voltage on the critical fault
clearance time.
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Thus, it may be recommendable to increase the rotor
resistance in order to improve the generator stability
performance that the rotor losses increase. Another notice, by
considering (13)-(14), that when the rotor resistance
increases, the steady-state speed also increases which is
harmful to the stability; however, the critical speed also
increases, which is beneficial to the stability. Since the
critical speed increases more than the steady-state speed, the
net effect is beneficial to the stability. Fig. 13 shows the
influence of the stator and rotor reactances on the critical fault
clearance time. This figure, obtained directly from the
application of (16). In addition, this figure reveals that, the
value of the stator and rotor reactances has a great impact on
the induction generator stability. One can see that the smaller
the stator and rotor reactances are, the higher the critical fault
clearance time. These facts can be explained by analyzing the
influence of these parameters on the steady-state speed and
on the critical speed by using (13) and (14). Thus, during the
project of DFIG, the minimization of the stator and rotor
reactances are fundamental to improve the DFIG stability.
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Fig.15. The impact of the rotor voltage on the torque characteristic
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Fig.16 shows the influence of the phase angle δ of the rotor
voltage for − 90 < δ < 90 on the critical fault clearance
time.
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Fig.13. The impact of the rotor and stator reactance on the critical fault
clearance time.
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Fig.16 .The impact of the phase angle of the rotor voltage on the critical fault
clearance time.

The curve of torque versus rotor speed for δ =30o ,0o ,−40o is
shown in Fig 17. This figure verified the results of figure 16.
Fig 16 reveals that the critical fault clearance time increase
for positive phase angle δ. Hence stability of DFIG improves
by applying the control of the rotor voltage phase angle.
Rotor speed ω m(p.u)
1

1.05
ω

1.1

1.15

crit

δ = - 40 o

Torque(p.u)

The influence of the variation of the stator and rotor voltage
level on the critical fault clearance time is analyzed in Fig.
14. The variations limit to 1.25p.u. From this figure, one can
see that the higher the stator and rotor voltage level are, the
higher the critical fault clearance time is.
The explanations for the previously commented impacts can
be better understood by (13) and (14). From figure, the
impact of the variation of the stator voltage is higher than
variation of the rotor voltage at interval of 0.8-1.25 p.u but,
since the voltage stator is fixed by network, hence it is easy to
changes the rotor voltage level.
Fig 15 shows impact of the variation of the rotor voltage on
the torque characteristic of DFIG. This figure is obtained for
the variation of the rotor voltage 0-100 Volt and the phase
angle δ=0. The important notice from this figure reveals, it is
that in addition the critical speed increase, which is beneficial
to the stability, the steady-state speed decreases. Hence by the
rotor voltage control of DFIG, stability of system is also
increased.

-40
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Tm
δ=0

o

δ = 30 o
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Fig.17. The impact of the phase angle of the rotor voltage on the torque
characteristic
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V. IMPACTS OF NETWORK PARAMETERS ON THE CRITICAL
FAULT CLEARANCE TIME

In this subsection, the effects of network parameters are
studied on the critical fault clearance time. Fig. 18 shows the
impact of the transmission line length on the stability. This
figure reveals that the longer the line is, the smaller the
critical fault clearance time is. This observation is in
accordance with this reality that a weak power system, which
presents high line impedance and, consequently, a low shortcircuit level at the DFIG connection point, has a small
stability margin. In the long transmission line, suitable
compensators are used for the solution of this problem.

t

crit

(ms)

150

50

0

150

250

350

line le ngth(Km )

Fig.18. The impact of line length on the critical fault clearance time.

The impact of the local load level and the local reactive
power compensation level on the generator stability
performance are shown in Fig. 19, where the local load and
local reactive power compensation are given in per unit at the
generator power base.
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lo
c

400

t

crit
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Q

200

0

1

2

3

P ,Q ,Q (p.u)
lo

lo

c

Fig.19. The impact of Plo , Qlo , Qc on the critical fault clearance time.

This figure shows that when the local load level increases, the
critical fault clearance time decreases and can see that the
higher the local reactive power compensation is, the higher
the critical fault clearance time is.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper an analytical method is introduced for analysis
of large-disturbance stability of DFIG. The proposed analysis
is based on the concepts of stable and unstable electricalmechanical equilibrium points, the electrical-mechanical
torque versus rotor speed and Critical fault clearance time of
DFIG. The rotor speed and the Critical fault clearance time
are selected as criteria. By proposed method, one can
determine the effective parameters on the large-disturbance
stability of DFIG. For example, by increasing of stator and

rotor voltage levels the critical fault clearance time is
increased and by increasing transmission line length this
important parameter is reduced. The results of paper can be
used on the design and protection projects. The control of the
phase angle and level of the rotor voltage of DFIG is
distinguished from another squirrel cage induction generator.
By applying this property, DFIG can be operates as
synchronous generator.
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